
Shades of Pink 
By Aubrey Daniels

A friend recently sent me an article from the N.Y. 
Times by Bruce Feiler (Train a Parent, Spare 
a Child). The title is quite fitting since it is the 

parents who create the environment and the contin-
gencies of reinforcement that shape the child’s behav-
ior. However, the article is really about how bribing 
children is a bad thing. He relies uncritically on Dan 
Pink, author of Drive, for advice on effective parenting, 
concluding, “So I got it: Bribing is bad.” Feiler seems to 
use the popular definition of the word bribe, meaning 
to give some tangible reward, money, desserts, or privi-
leges to get behavior that the child ”should want to do.” 

Wise teachers and parents 
pair the reward with ac-
tions that convey their ap-
proval and pleasure so that 
the child learns to associ-
ate doing good with good-
will from others.

– Aubrey Daniels

http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/13/fashion/modifying-a-childs-behavior-without-resorting-to-bribes-this-life.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
http://www.nytimes.com/2013/01/13/fashion/modifying-a-childs-behavior-without-resorting-to-bribes-this-life.html?pagewanted=all&_r=0
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It sounds nasty and without concern for the 
ethical development of the child—a bad word 
indeed. However, the rationale for generaliz-
ing to rewards as bad, not intrinsically driven, 
is a big unexamined leap. 

Feiler states in his article that, “More re-
cently, Daniel Pink, in his best-selling book, 
Drive, reviewed four decades of research and 
concluded that offering short-term incentives 
to elicit behavior is unreliable, ineffective 
and causes considerable long-term damage.” 
This is clearly not the case! And I emphati-
cally state that if anything creates consider-
able long-term damage it is the conclusions 
and recommendations Pink is presenting to 
his audiences. Feiler may well expect that 
findings presented as derived from research 
are indeed true, but let’s take a moment to 
explore just what Pink is promoting. 

From the lectures I have attended and 
from his videos of speeches, I find many of 
Dan Pink’s facts and conclusions about chang-
es going on in the world to be quite interest-
ing. It is when he begins to advise on matters 
of motivation that I become distressed—dis-
traught may be a better word. Distraught 
because of how quickly people accept Pink’s 
recommendations, advice, and admonitions 
about motivation with little knowledge or 
questions about the studies on which they are 
based. I have spent a lifetime studying moti-
vation and its applications. In that lifetime I 
have always wanted to understand how the re-
search was conducted and what conclusions 
were drawn from it, so I have looked hard at 
the data from which Pink derives his state-
ments and found it wanting. 

Pink, and Alfie Kohn before him, accepted 
the research of Edward Deci and Paul Ryan as 
the definitive work on motivation. It is defini-
tively not the definitive case. As Eisenberger 
and Shanock (2003)1 state, “Three decades 
of research have failed to produce general 

agreement concerning the effects of reward 
on creativity.” They end their review of the 
research of the two positions which they call 
Romanticism and Behaviorism with a finding 
that can be embraced by saying “Encourage-
ment of creativity, in the form of tangible and 
socioemotional rewards, strengthens creative 
motivational orientations.”

What most people listening to Pink and 
reading his books fail to see is that his own po-
sition is inconsistent. He allows that rewards 
work under some circumstances but does not 
specify the precise conditions. He does say 
in a number of ways that the “If…then” pro-
vision of rewards (If you do A, then you will 
get B) are clearly not effective in maximizing 
motivation. What does he mean? I can tell you 
that “if” the behaviors and results are clearly 
specified and when the “then” is a positive 
reinforcer then there are literally hundreds 
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of cases, research, and real work situations 
where they are clearly effective. 

So much of what we learn, although not 
verbally labeled as “if…then” is clearly what 
it is, nonetheless. When a child smiles and 
gets a smile back or ties his/her shoe and 
the mother said hooray or cleaned up one’s 
room and got to go to a party with friends are 
all “if…then” events. Learning and doing are 
surrounded by rewards and punishers and 
to separate out the value of one type of re-
ward over another is to fail to understand the 
unique and powerful impacts they have on us 
as human beings. 

If there is no impact then the thing—words 
or candy or social inclusion—is not a reward. 
Rewards are defined by their effects. No ef-
fect indicates that what was offered as a re-
ward was not one. It is simply an indication 
that it was not valued by the receiver. To say 
that a person digging a ditch is motivated by 
“if…then” rewards but an executive complet-
ing a merger is motivated by higher level con-
sequences, or Motivation 2.0 as Pink calls it, 
is demeaning to both. Everyone is motivated 
by both. The ditch digger can feel pride in 

how straight he dug the ditch or how quickly 
he finished the job; the executive can say that 
since the deal is completed, s/he not only 
feels satisfaction but will now pop the cork on 
the champagne and celebrate with the office.

When my daughter was young, she loved 
nothing better than a smiley face or sticker 
on a poster when she had completed a house-
hold task or school assignment. It made her 
happy as she tried to do these things again 
and again. I know she felt happy (a higher 
order emotional effect) because of her jump-
ing for joy as the sticker, or smiley face, was 
given to her to place on the chart. Of course, 
wise teachers and parents pair the reward 
with actions that convey their approval and 
pleasure so that the child learns to associate 
doing good with goodwill from others. Over 
time that wanting to do good takes on its own 
reinforcing properties but the form of the re-
ward can be as trivial as a sticker or as noble 
as saving the planet, protecting the environ-
ment, advancing international cooperation, or 
as humble as a smile from an impoverished 
woman in Africa who has been taught how to 
start a micro business. 

Rewarding does not exclude the wonderful 
capability of a person (child or adult) to replay 
the conditions surrounding the reward and 
through self-talk which adds to the reward a 
socially relevant or values-based story. A child 
does not work to only get tangibles. In the 
early years as we learn new tasks, we do hope 
that people around us shape us with kindness, 
that they reward our efforts and take great de-
light in small steps. It is in the accomplish-
ment that we begin to build a repertoire for 
success. We then are able to talk about what 
motivates us and it is often full of terms re-
flecting feelings, thoughts, and memories. 
These feelings, thoughts, and memories take 
on self-reinforcing properties and it is through 
this relationship between actions and events 
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with the pairing of a variety of rewards that 
we develop a growing awareness of how to re-
produce them in our everyday activities. Ev-
ery day we are faced with “if-then” situations 
of the highest or most routine nature: 

If I work hard at this project, my team 
will be happy and celebrate my suc-
cess. I can feel good about myself and 
will want to do more next time; 

If I pick up my toys, I can then both have 
time to go play with my friends and feel 
good about helping my parents; 

If I go to work today, I will get paid; 

If I marry the girl of my dreams, I will 
have a better life than without her. 

Doing good work in contingent relation-
ships helps to demonstrate that one cares 
about the world around us, (i.e., the effects 
brought about by our behavior on our world 
and the impact on those we care about). 

There is NOTHING wrong with if-then re-
lationships. They are just one kind of reward 
mechanism that causes us to select out the 
things we do every day. They build habits that 
we call character. Although sometimes they 
are to avoid or escape some aversive conse-

quence, they are at no time in themselves 
demeaning. Accepting an offer to speak is 
an example of “if…then.” We cannot know if 
Pink or others would talk for free as they may 
express delight in the opportunity to talk as 
even more valuable than the pay—but whether 
they are free or paid they are still an “if-then” 
contingency—and it does nothing to harm his 
motivation and it, a paid speech, is no less 
valuable than a speech given for free. 

Deci explains this apparent inconsistency 
by saying it is how the contingency is com-
municated that is important. Asking people 
in a nice way to do something adds another 
dimension to the factors that spell motiva-
tion, but simply doing something because you  
understand the if-then contingency of show-
ing up to work to get pay is not on its surface, 
or even deep down, any less motivating. Mo-
tivation is defined by what happens to behav-
ior, not by the intention of others. My show-
ing up for work because of this contingent  
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relationship of work to pay is as genuine and 
real as showing up for work because I love 
work. Both things can operate. The contin-
gency does nothing to harm the relationship 
between how you feel and what you do. While 
saying “pretty please” may signal more ben-
efits for doing what is requested, there are 
some relationships in which no amount of 
begging or pleading will be motivating.

As Deci and Ryan (1999)2 say, 

As research has shown, there are condi-
tions under which tangible rewards do 
not necessarily undermine intrinsic mo-
tivation, but the evidence indicates clear-
ly that strategies that focus primarily on 
the use of extrinsic rewards do, indeed, 
run a serious risk of diminishing rather 
than promoting intrinsic motivation. 

If they mean by intrinsic motivation, re-
peated effort or doing something again and 
again in the absence of visible reward, then 
they are making the concept way too obscure 
and basically untrue. Rewards operate wheth-
er visible or not. 

In the Science of Behavior (Behavior 
Analysis) the technical term for if…then is 
Premack Principle, named for David Premack, 
longtime professor at the University of Penn-
sylvania. There have probably been 1,000 
research studies investigating the Premack 
Principle in the widest range of human con-
ditions. In none of these that I know of have 
there been a demonstration of the effects pre-
dicted by Deci, et. al.

If it was in the days of the Old West Pink 
and I might have to settle this argument on 
the streets of Laredo in a face to face shoot-
out—a High-Noon showdown. However, I sug-
gest a more reasonable and effective way. Let 
Pink take one organization, or a part of one, 
to apply his “technology” and I will take a 
comparable one. Then we will be able to see 

where the “considerable long-term damage” 
occurs. We have one company that has been 
using the if…then approach for 34 years and 
today are at the top of their industry in com-
pany performance, customer satisfaction, and 
HR measures. I am confident.

Let me return to Mr. Feiler’s problem. He 
starts his article with the following: 

I find the issue of bribing chil-
dren—or to be more precise, 
the giving of blunt, uncre-
ative rewards for desired be-
havior (‘If you just stop kick-
ing that seat in front of you 
on the plane, I’ll give you 10 
minutes of iPad time’; ‘Clean 
your room this weekend, I’ll 
give you 10 bucks’; ‘if you use 
good manners at Grandma’s 
house, I’ll let you have an 
extra brownie’)—to be one of 
the more nagging challenges 
of being a parent.

The problem in each of these 
cases is not in the reward (bribe as he calls 
it) or in the level of motivation as Mr. Pink 
states; it is the conditions, or more technical-
ly, the contingencies of reinforcement. These 
are no more of a bribe than saying, “if you 
work here we will pay you a monthly salary.” 
That is a reward contingency. A lot of the time 
it is a poorly managed contingency as the per-
son does only enough to stay on the payroll 
and gets his/her full salary.

In the case of the kicking, you would be 
inadvertently rewarding kicking the seat since 
in order to get more iPad time, you would 
have to start kicking so that you could stop. 
If success was to stop the kicking, it would 
not work. It is a case of rewarding the wrong 
behavior. The contingency might be better 
stated as “If you can sit still for 10 minutes, 
you can use the iPad for 10 minutes.” Clean-
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ing the room would work if the child needed 
$10 and the only way to get it was to clean 
the room. By pairing a clean room with lots of 
social reinforcement, the child would eventu-
ally create a habit that would last a life time 
—without the $10, believe it or not.

At our consultancy, ADI, we have trained 
thousands of clients, who are also parents, 
over the last 35 years, to solve these prob-
lems satisfactorily for all parties concerned. 
As a matter of fact many children who were 
taught household and educational responsi-
bilities as well as good manners by using “if…
then” are now using it to teach their children 
these same socially responsible behaviors. 

Bad manners and rude behavior are pet 
peeves of mine. I recall some studies that 
show that people with good manners are  

routinely happier and financially more suc-
cessful that those who are rude and selfish. 
Rewarding children for thanking Grandmoth-
er or saying please and thank you is not only 
effective, it is just good parenting.
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